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The Varsity Engineer 

Editorial® 

What are the qualifications of a successful engineer? And 
in how far can a University training supply those qualifica-
tions? That these are potent questions of profound interest 
to the present day University engineering student will clearly 
appear when it is remembered that engineering, as a subject 
of University study, is a comparatively modern institution, 
that for many generations before the engineer became a 
scientist in the University sense, the world witnessed 

a long 

lineage of illustrious engineers, whose performances,—
judged   

even by the most exacting modern standards—were  equipped in  with' 
days great and epoch making; men but poorly 
strictly scientific knowledge ; men living in an age when the 
fundamental principles of the physical sciences were but im- 
perfectly understood; men who achieved their results in spite 
of the lack of all or nearly all the knowledge which is de-
manded of the present day engineer. These outstanding con-
siderations obtrusively point to the conclusion that there are 
elements other than scientific training which enter into the 
characteristics whicho to make the successful engineer. Of 
course it may be said, it often has been said, that aUnmental 
does not profess to supply the whole of the equipment, 

 

moral and intellectual, requisite for any calling whatsoever. 
But this is especially trite of the engineer. For there are few 
callings which in their higher levels make so many and so heavy 
demands upon the purely temperamental 

qualifications of the 

individual, calling for the constant and long-sustained  t above 
of quite special phases of character. 

The engineer 
 which we use 

all things be a man of the world, an e
xpression  and 

in its best sense, as meaning a man obrad education 
 sober 

outlook, free from petty bias and prejudice,  

common sense;  of human sympathy and understanding, 
in 

nothing an extremist. and in nothing a faddist. He must un-

derstand men, because he has to organise, direct and lead men 

to the attainment of the best fruition of his own labours. The 
arts by which a man can inspire in his subordinates enthusiasm, 
loyal service and obedience are simple. They rest upon 

the 

force of example, and no engineer can really ccceed  who has  
not himself the loyal, disciplined and of " 
These qualities again are founded 

upon earnestness, habits of 
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industry and strength of character,—the last a quality, alas, none too
sogeneral."The professions are over-crowded," it is 

They are not overcrowded with men who really 
deserve success, or who possess strength of character to com-
mand success. If we observe what men say of other men who 
have succeeded, we will find our clue. In colloquial phrase 
they are men "who appear to know what they are talking 
about," "who have the courage of their opinions," "who are 
not afraid to take responsibility," "who are outspoken and say what they mean." 

While these observations are doubtless of general applica-
tion, they apply especially to the practice of engineering, and 
especially because this science is growin 
more all-embracing of every 	g daily more complex, 
Engineering enterprise rests wholly and solely human wants

upon the which the lay public have in the soundness of such enterprise. It is impossible for 
launched as 

impossible 
 actual undertaking,  work, be it large or small, to be 

for the purpose intended has, rightly or wrongly, faith in its efficacy used.  
It is therefore the special responsibility htly or wrongly, been aroused. 
that the lay public, who find th 	of the engineer to see. corporations, are fully 	money, be they individuals or cor orat  of the economicly and correctly educated to the under- standing 

 It has to 	re spossibilities of the 
pension which controls such also that there shoe other pro

-
fession 

 so large 	vast expenditure of treasure, or involves so  degree consumption 
    of human energy. In a cor- responding 

 upon every 	measure the gravity of the trust 
No University curriculum  rcan aloneeeequa real success in such a 	

Profe.SSion. 
callin 	q P the individual s  for 

ample forethought for his future  lca career, 
a rai  who has no 

strictly to the prescribed and narrow limits of a specified cur- riculum 	confined, 
riculum may operate as a delusion, in inducing such a man to 
believe that his condition of tutelage 
earned th 	 g will end when he has mall mark of a University degree. Our plea is for 
a far wider outlook than this. No engineer can really succeed 
who has not also trained himself, by .self

-discipline, to the prac-tice of temperamental qualities of the kind to which we have 
alluded ; nor can he ever hope to come to the front rank of his 
profession unless he become also a man of culture, that touchy 
stone of character which so powerfully aids him to command' 
the respect and confidence of his fellow-man. 
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